Intramural Indoor Soccer Past Champions

2012
Granola (MAA)
Dream Within a Dream Team (MA)
GS United (CR)
BUFC Ladies (W)

2011
Peach Boys (MAA)
Rod Squad (MA)
Braumeister (CR)
AC Milanos (W)

2010
Camden is a Mongoose (MAA)
Global Soccer Stars (MA)
BU Law (CR)
Puddlemere United (W)

2009
Adabi All Stars (MAA)
Desporte FC (MA)
En Fuego(CRAA)
Team Cloud (CRA)
Ahh Real Monsters (W)

2008
Top Sala (MAA)
Terrierists (MA)
En Fuego (CRAA)
The Team You’re About to Play (CRA)
Ahh Real Monsters (W)

2006
Brookline FC (MAA)
Arsenal (MA)
Helmet’s Required (CR)
GBs (W)

2007
Top Sala (MAA)
BU Pike (MA)
Spice Girls (CRAA)
Revolution (CRA)
The Shorts (W)
2012
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